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This is my last diary so perhaps I might be
allowed a few final thoughts and an op-
portunity to thank the many members of
Council who have commented,criticized
and helped to make the diary more ac-
curate. However, I mustacceptall respon-
sibility for the comments made and the
errors committed. It would also be ap-
propriate to send my best wishes to my
successor, Tony Scholl. First a diary of the
Novembercouncil meeting.
Some themes return and keep return-

ing. One is the need to persuade
politicians that mathematics is not just
about counting. This is a problem in
Britain and probably in the rest of the
world. The LMSis trying to impress upon
the government the importance of
mathematics teaching and memberscould
help by approaching their local Members
of Parliament. Perhaps at the forthcoming
ICMin Berlin national associations could
get together to see how these issues could
be addressed globally. There is much
discussion of the ‘global economy’ and
mathematics is a global discipline. This
provides mathematicians witha justifica-
tion to raise these issues withpoliticians.

In response to a request from the
Director of the Newton Institute, LMS
Council considered how the Newton
Institute could improve its coverage of
the mathematicalsciences,in particular in
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the light of an assessmentof the strengths
and weaknesses of UK mathematics.
Council welcomed this opportunity, anda
lively discussion ensued, concentrating on
the importance of the Scientific Steering
Committee being open to the views of
the wider mathematical community, of
achieving a more widely representative
subject balance on this committee, and of
improving UK participation rates. The
President was asked to write to the
Director summarising the suggestions
made.
The Treasurer reported on negotiations

for a new building. Some of the working
group had gone to look at yet another
building which mightbe suitable. Council
is hopeful that decisions can soon be made
and that a report will be madeto all mem-
bers. However, buying a large building is a
complex business, especially when VAT
and refurbishment costs all have to be
considered together with the price of the
building.

Related in a somewhat curious wayis
the problem of the backlog on some publi-
cations. As has been mentioned before the
LMScannotcontinueto rely on the good-
will of members and their institutions.
Council is considering the appointment of
a Publications Manager, or rather, it is
considering what such a job would in-
volve. This might well relieve editors of

 

 



 

administrative tasks so that they could
concentrate on academic issues. This in-
volves office accommodation and takes
us back to buildings. Publications are a
very important part of the total activities
of the LMS and provide the funding for
manyofthe grants.
The Librarian brought to our attention

the possibility of creating an historical
collection. It would be good if such a col-
lection could be housed in the new build-
ing. The reason for the proposal is that
there are opportunities being discussed at
the moment concerning two interesting
collections.
Many members are affected by the

Research Assessment Exercise, which is
carried out by the funding councils in
Britain. They are asking for views on how
to improve the process. The LMSwill be
responding. However, the funding coun-
cils are trying to make the process of
consultation as wide as possible and we
urge everybody to contributedirectly. All
the details are available at the website of
the HEFCE (Higher Education Funding
Council for England).

It has been a very interesting experience
being on Council and writing the Diary.
Before that I had served for six years on
the Education Committee and have seen
the LMSchangethe role it plays. Some of
the activity has been forced upon the
LMS by changes made in education and
research, both in politics and finance.
The new positive approach is one that I
welcome and believe has created a base
from which mathematics can gain great
strength. The LMS is in a very strong
position to continue to lead the wider
mathematics community forward. Mem-
bers of Council work very hard to make
the LMSsuccessful and most of the time
Council gets it right. We all make mis-
takes but it would help if there was a
more positive response from members.
We tend to take silence for assent but
sometimes, perhaps, it is apathy. This
leads Council to be alittle insular and to
select new participants from those who
are known to members of Council. It
would be good to see more involvementin
elections and policies from the members.

Alan Camina

_MEETINGOFTHESOCIETY©
A meeting was held on Friday 21
November 1997 at the Scientific Societies’
Lecture Theatre, New Burlington Place,
Professor J.M. Ball, FRS, President, in the
Chair. There were present about 60
members and visitors. Dr A.R. Pears
and Dr DJ. Collins were appointed
Scrutineers for the election of Council
Members andcollected the ballot papers.
The Treasurer, Professor A. O. Morris
presented his annual report, which is
published in this issue of the Newsletter.
Messrs. Fraser Russell were appointed as
auditors.
Twenty-one people were elected to

Ordinary Membership: A. Aalam,J. Berndt,
D. Crisan, D.R. Fearn, A. Fleet, A.

Fokas, L. Fradkin, K.D. Glazebrook,
G. Jin, C.W.H. Mace, M. Malutshi, J.
Martin, P.A. Minh, A.C. Newell, M.K.
Pidcock, D. Porter, M.W. Rees, D.S.
Riley, I. Roulstone, D. Simpson, T.E.
Stinchcombe; six people were elected to
Associate Membership: A.R. Auld, PA.
Hammond, F. Mirza, J.K. Nath, S.L.
Ng, S. Sezgin; and two were elected
to Reciprocity Membership: J.D.L. Caro
(South East Asian Mathematical Society),
P. Kirschenhofer (American Mathematical
Society). Two members signed the book
and were admittedto the Society.
Dr MR. Jerrum gave a lecture en-

titled ‘Coupling techniques in the design
and analysis of experiments’. After tea
the Scrutineers announced the election
results whichare published in this issue of
the Newsletter. The President, on Coun-
cil’s behalf, presented the 1997 Naylor
Prize Certificate to Professor F.P. Kelly
FRS, whothen gave the 1997 Naylor Prize
Lecture on ‘Pricing and rate control for
communication networks’. The meeting
adjourned for the Annual Dinner, which
washeld at the Naval and Military Club
and attended by 61 people.

 

 

  

  

Professor Richard D. Resco, who was
elected a member of the London Mathe-
matical Society on 21 March 1986, died on
28 September1997, aged 47.
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TWO-DAY MEETING

FRIDAY 20th & SATURDAY21st FEBRUARY 1998

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

Frida
1,452.45

3.15-4.15

4.30-5.30

Saturday
9.00-10.00

10.30-11.30

12.00-13.00

Hyperbolic Geometry

Alex Lubotzky (Hebrew University, Jerusalem)

A non-arithmetic super-rigid group; a contra

example to Platonov’s conjecture

Yair Minsky (SUNY)
Kleinian length functions and the complex ofcurves

Werner Ballmann (Bonn)
Groupsacting isometrically on Hadamard spaces

Brian Bowditch (Southampton)
Boundaries ofhyperbolic groups

Caroline Series (Warwick)
How to draw quasifuchsian spacefor once punctured

tort

Misha Kapovich (Utah)
Hyperbolic groups with one-dimensional boundaries

 

All lectures will be in Law Lecture Theatre A,

Nuffield Theatre Complex, Highfield Campus

There will be a dinneron the Friday evening:

for further details see the web page
(http://www.maths.soton.ac.uk/pure/LMSFeb.html)

 

 
  



   
Lectures in

the History of
Mathematics
Henk J. M.Bos,

Mathematics Institute,

Utrecht, Netherlands
Volume 7; 1993; 197 pages; Hardcover;

ISBN 0-8218-9001-8; List $86; Individual

member $52; Order code HMATH/7LMS

Ramanujan:Letters
and Commentary
Bruce C. Berndt, University
of Illinois, Urbana, and

Robert A. Rankin, University
of Glasgow, Scotland

This commendablecollec-
tion ... has brought
together precious docu-
ments scattered in many

places and provides the reader with a
wealthof interesting matters related to
oneof the luminaries in the world of
mathematics. [And] throughbrief and
insightful notes and commentaries, the
work throws light on manyaninter-
esting sidestreet connecting to the
grand avenue of knowledge on which we
are riding. With resuscitations of some
fading photographs and an impressive
list of more than 300 references, this
book is a very valuable addition to the
literature.

 

—Choice

Delightful reading ... a useful reference
on English analysts and numbertheo-

History of Mathematics

  

  

  

   

    
  

 

  

 

  

 

    
  

 

  
  
  

 

  

 

  

  

  

 

  
  

 

  

     

  

rists of Hardy's time ... has many

pictures, someof them quite marvelous
... What Berndt and Rankin have done
is to makea great deal of primary mate-
rial available.

—Zentralblatt fiir Mathematik

Berndt and Rankin have produced a book
that should appeal to everyone with an
interest in mathematics ... what better
way to understand the man behind the
mathematician Ramanujan thanto read
letters written by him and about him?
Berndt, with the experience he has
gained editing Ramanujan’s notebooks,
and Rankin, oneof the veteransin this
field, who knew Hardy, Littlewood,
Watson, and other British contempo-
raries of Ramanujan, have combined
perfectly to producethis book.

—American Mathematical Monthly

[The]filling inof details previously
overlookedis one of the merits of the ...
book ... Those who helped Ramanujan
have ourgratitude, for he found many
things whichwestill would not have
discovered without his deep insight into
the structure of formulas. This book
helps us realize who helped and howin
moredetail than waspossible before
reading someoftheletters.

—Mathematical Reviews

Highly recommended to anyone with an
interest in Ramanujan.

—Bulletin of the LMS

Customers in India, please contact

Affiliated East-West Press Private Ltd., 62-A

Ornes Road, Kilpauk, Madras, 600 010,
INDIA; Fax 044-825-7258.

Volume 9; 1995; 347 pages; Hardcover;

ISBN 0-8218-0287-9; List $59; All AMS
members $47; Order code HMATH/9LMS

    
  

 

  
  

 

with the Charity Commissioners.

  

 

fax +44 (0) 186

Beginning with Volume 4, History of Mathematics is co-published with the London Mathematical Society.
Membersof the LMS mayorder directly from the AMS at the AMS member price. The LMSisregistered

All prices subject to change. Charges for delivery are $3.00 per order. For optional air delivery outside of the
continental U. S., please include $6.50 per item. Prepayment required. Order from: American Mathematical
Society, P. O. Box 5904, Boston, MA 02206-5904, USA.For credit card orders, fax (401) 455-4046 orcall toll
free 800-321-4AMS(4267) in the U. S. and Canada,(401) 455-4000 worldwide. Or place yourorder through
the AMSbookstore at http:/ /www.ams.org/bookstore/. Residents of Canada, please include 7% GST.
AMS and LMS members may orderthrough Oxford University Press and receive their member discounts:

5 267782 or email at science. books@oup.co.uk    
 



University, Belfast.
e Total expenditure on conferences and

the various schemes to support research   
 9 rf — increased to £157,764 (almost doubling

As a published version of the Annual the expenditurein previousyears).

Report and Accountsis available to mem- ® Further expenditure in support of the |

bers on request and as a version will be main objects of the Society also in-

deposited in the Society’s Archives on the creased to £116,935 (last year £69,740).

World Wide Web, it is only necessary to ® Total membership (including Institu-

highlight a few basic facts. tional Members) increased to 2,444, the

In the Financial Year September 1st subscriptionsreceived totalled £31,913.

1996 - August 31st 1997 e In spite of increased activities on all

e The Fixed Asset Investments of the fronts, administrative costs decreased

Society increased from £71,939OS9R to during the year. — ;

£9,110,739. Financial markets continued I would again this year wish to express

to be strong during this period and ™y thanks to Susan Oakes, the Society’s

this is reflected in the growth in the Administrator, and her staff for their ef-

Society’s assets. ficiency and unfailing support during the

e Credit Suisse (UK) Limited were ap- year.

pointed as Investment Managers with It is my pleasure to recommend the An-

discretionary powers for the Society nual General Meeting _

in November 1996. A new Investment 1. to approve the Society’s Accounts for

Policy was agreed with them. the financial year September 1st 1996-

e At the end of the financial year on August31st1997.

August 31st 1997 the total in the 2.to re-appoint Messrs Fraser Russell,

Ordinary Share Fund was £5,127,663 Chartered Accountants, as Auditors for i]

(£2,770,581), in the Fixed Interest Fund the financial year September1st 1997 -

was £1,335,542 (£2,353,463) and in August 31st 1998.

Bank and Building Society Deposits A.O. Morris

was £2,547,534 (£2,712,645) - last Treasurer Hit

year’s figures in brackets. scucemmmnnnySCRIPTION |
e These figures reflect the restructuring

of the Society’s investment portfolio to : ‘ ca

bring it more in line with.that lof The Society is appreciative of those mem-

the average charity - for example, the bers who have paid their 1997/98 sub-

Society’s holding in Index Linked Funds scriptions. May we remind those who
have notyet paid that subscriptions were |

due on 1 November 1997. Prompt pay- ihave been considerably reduced.
e The Printing and Publication Reserve sae gs
Fund and the Building and Develop- ment ensures continuity of publications

ment Reserve Fund have been increased 94 avoids the need for time-consuming
to £1,000,000 and £1,500,000 respec- reminders. The Society reserves the right

tively. : ey to discontinue the supply of periodicals

e The Council has decided that the time D4 Newsletters to members whose sup

has come to purchase its own premises scription remains unpaid by 31 January |
in Central London andis now actively 1998. The methods of paymentare either

looking for suitable accommodation. by a sterling cheque drawn on a UK banh

e Again this year, the Society’s publishing a US$ cheque drawn on a US bank, Direct

activities have flourished both academi- Debit, Credit Card, Eurocheque quoting |
Ih ier ‘all : your card number on the reverse or by

COly s140G |HNARClaly; IReReAHnS.18 Giro. If you have misplaced your renewal
surplus of £518,920. y P

e The Society received a generous be- of subscription form, contact the LMS

i -mail: k; tel: 0171
quest of more than £40,000 from the office, e-mail: Ims@lms.ac_uk;

late Professor S. Verblunsky, Queen’s 487 5377; fax: 0171 439 4629.

 

  
 



 

   
 

EPSRC-LMS SHORT COURSE
ON FUCHSIAN GROUPS

This courseis being held at Lancaster University from 22 - 28 March 1998,
mainly funded by EPSRC, but with a contribution from the LMS.It is
intended to provide research students with the tools for their own
investigations and to bring them together for the opportunity of
discovering a commonpurpose.The lectures will be of an MSc standard
and students from all areas of mathematics and mathematical physics will
be encouraged to attend; no special knowledge will be assumed. The
programmeis organised by PM Neumann (Oxford) andconsists of three
7-hourlecture courses.

Geometry and Topology Alan Beardon (Cambridge)
Hyperbolic geometry of the disc and half-plane. Matrices and Mobius
maps, trace, conjugacy classes and geometric action. Discrete groups
and discontinuous actions. Fundamental domains; basic properties.
Cusps. Generators and relations from fundamental regions. Geometric
constraints on Fuchsian groups. Quotient spaces. Riemann surfaces, the
Uniformisation theorem.

Groups and Combinatorics Gareth Jones (Southampton)
Algebraic properties of Fuchsian groups (torsion, centralisers,
normalisers). Automorphisms of quotient surfaces. Inclusions of Fuchsian
groups, Riemann- Hurwitz formula. Automorphisms of compact
Riemann surfaces. Triangle groups, Hurwitz groups. Modular group,
congruence and non-congruence subgroups. Tessellations and maps
associated with Fuchsian groups. Connections with Galois Theory (fields
of meromorphic functions, Belyi’s Theorem, Grothendieck dessins).

Number Theory and Modular FormsRichard Taylor, FRS (Harvard)
Congruence subgroups, modular curves as moduli Spaces, cusp forms as
differentials. Hecke operators. Petersson inner product and eigenforms.
L-functions and statementof converse theorem. Examples.Elliptic curves
and the Shimura-Taniyama conjecture. Serre’s conjecture. Rationality
questions and Heegnerpoints or (depending on time) quaternion algebras
and the Jacquet- Langlands theorem.

There will also be daily seminars, at which students can discuss the course
material with an experienced tutor T.K. Carne (Cambridge) or David
Singerman (Southampton).

Travel and accommodation charges will be paid for all EPSRC
postgraduate students. Those whocanfind theirown supportwill also be
welcome. Further details and application forms'are available from: John
Gilbert, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Lancaster University,Lancaster LA1 4YF(tel: 01524 593941, e-mail: j.gilbert@lancaster.ac.uk).
 

 

  
 



 

   

 

G. Pélya, G. Szegd
Problems and

 

Theoremsin Analysis|
Series. Integral Calculus.
Theory of Functions.
1997. XII, 386 pp.
Softcover £ 26.00
ISBN 3-540-63640-4

G. Pélya, G. Szegd

Problems and
Theoremsin AnalysisII
Theory of Functions.Zeros.
Polynomials. Determinants.
Number Theory. Geometry
1997. XII, 320 pp.
Softcover £ 26.00
ISBN 3-540-63686-2

From the reviews:
“The work is oneoftherealclassics of
this century;it has had muchinflu-
ence on teaching, on research in sev-
eral branchesofhard analysis, partic-
ularly complex function theory, andit
has been an essential indispensable
source book for those seriously inter-
ested in mathematical problems.
These volumes contain many extra-
ordinary problems andsequences of
problems, mostly from sometime
past, well worth attention today and
tomorrow. Written in the early twen-
ties by two young mathematicians of
outstanding talent, taste, breadth,per-
ception, perseverence, and pedagogi-
cal skill, this work broke new ground
in the teaching of mathematics and
how to do mathematical research.

Bulletin of the American
Mathematical Society
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Problems
and Theorems

in Analysis 11

our  

C*-Algebras
and W*-Algebras

 
S. Sakai

C*-Algebras and
W*-Algebras
1997. X, 256 pp.
Softcover £ 26.00
ISBN 3-540-63633-1

From the reviews:
“This bookis an excellent and
comprehensive survey of the the-
ory of von Neumannalgebras.It
includesall the fundamental
results of the subject, and is a
valuable reference for both the
beginner and the expert.”

Math. Reviews

“The specialist in this andallied
areas will find the wealth of
recent results and new approach-
es throughoutthe text especially
rewarding.” AmericanScientist

“Thetitle of this book at once
suggests comparison with the two
volumes of Dixmierand thefact
that one can seriously makethis
comparison indicatesthatit is a
far more substantial work that
others on this subject which have
recently appeared”

Bull. Lond. Math.Soc.

=order from
Springer-Verlag LondonLtd.
rax:+ 44/1483/415151
e-mail.alex@s |.co.uk
or through your bookseller  
Prices subject to change withoutnotice.

In EU countriesthe local VATiseffective.

 

T.A. Springer

Jordan Algebras and
Algebraic Groups
1997. VIII, 170 pp.

Softcover £ 26.00
ISBN 3-540-63632-3
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Algebraic Groups

 
From the reviews:
“presents an important and
novel approachto Jordanalge-
bras. Springer’s workwill be of
service to research workers famil-
iar with linear algebraic groups
whofind they need to know
something aboutJordanalgebras
andwill provide Jordan alge-
braists with new techniques and a
new approachtofinite-dimen-
sional algebrasoverfields.”

AmericanScientist

“By placing theclassification of
Jordan algebras in the perspective
of classification of certain root
systems, the book demonstrates
that the structure theories asso-
ciative, Lie, and Jordan algebras
are not separate creations but
rather instancesofthe oneall-
encompassing miracle of root
systems....” Math. Reviews

Springer  
 

Springer-Verlag, P. O. Box 31 13 40, D-10643 Berlin, Germany. Gha.4709/MNT/SEF  



    

  

This year the questionnaire was presented in a new format. Although 66 responses
werereceived, this is only a 50% response rate; some major departmentsdid notreply.
There was an increase in the number (46 rather than 26) of departments that had
responded in twoconsecutive years, thus making comparisons easier to make. Unlike
previous years, no distinction was made, in the analysis of the data, between ‘Old’ and
‘New’universities; if there are clear differences in practice they seem to be mainly
betweenuniversities with traditional courses and those with ‘modular’ courses.
Someof the main featuresof the responses were:

1. Student Numbers

e Undergraduate numbers(from 62 responses) were:

Total Graduating 1996
Single honours 7750 1474 (20.0%)
Combined 4122 579 (14.7%)
HND 226 78 (34.5%)
General degree 103
[To obtain the percentages, the numbers graduating with a general degree have been
distributed between the honoursdegrees.]

e There seems to be a high ‘wastage’ rate: those that enter intending to pursue amathematics degree but do not complete the degree. Figures on the proportion ofthese students that qualify for another degree as opposed to those whofail tograduate,are difficult to obtain but the next survey mayinclude relevant questions.
e A continuing drift away from single honours to combined honours degrees
e The bulk of service teaching remains in Engineering and Science. Figures from 62responses were:

Numbersof Students % of time on Mathematics
Engineering 31,993 9:5
Computing 6,069 12.6
OtherScience 17,963 13.6
Social Science 14,240 7.0
Others 10,880 eo

e Postgraduate numbers remain steady

e Taught M.Sc. course numbers(from 65 responses) were: UK:283, Other EU: 62, Non
EU:65,Part time: 227

e Ph.D. student numbers(from 64 responses) were:

Pure Applied Statistics
UK 192 530 127
Other EU 42 23 27
Non EU 73 126 104
Part time 15 58 72

Of these almostexactly half are funded from standard Government sources, EPSRC:389 (44%) being the main source, 116 (13%) funded by university scholarships, 52
(6%) from industrial sources.  



2. Staff Numbers

e Teaching/research staffing numbers (from 65 responses) were:

Pure Applied Statistics

Permanent 369/8 567 / 37 384 / 10

Temporary 26/19 42/27 45/19

Outside Funds 1/41 24 / 111 10 / 69

Total 396 / 68 633 / 175 439 / 98

New in 95/96 18 / 18 43 / 33 32/27

Ofthe total of 171 new appointments, 21 were from other EU countries and 38 from

non-EU countries.

Departing staff totalled 58 of whom 34 had permanentpositions and 15 of the other

24 were non-UKnationals.

The numberofstaff expected to retire before 2001 are:
Pure: 36, Applied: 67, Statistics: 36.

Totals for support staff were:
248 Secretarial, 69 Computing Officers, 60 technicians and 8 others.

3. Library Resources

e@ 50 responded about library resources and their average expenditure was £29.6K per

annum (£22.8K ofthis on journals).
Maths Reviewsis the only reviewing journal taken by more than half the responding

departments. Of 66 responders, 21 take it in hard copy only, 9 on CD-ROM and 9

have on-line access.

  

A meeting of the North British Functional
Analysis Seminar will be held at the
University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne from
2.30 pm until 5.00 pm on Monday 2nd
March 1998. The speaker will be Professor
A.G. O'Farrell (Maynooth), who will lec-
ture on ‘Algebras of Smooth Functions’.
For further information please contact Dr
G. Blower, Lancaster University (e-mail:
g.blower@ lancaster.ac.uk).

 

  
Patty Solomon of the University of
Adelaide will be visiting Biomathematics
and Statistics Scotland in Edinburgh from
March to May 1998. Her research inter-
ests include survival analysis, AIDS re-
search and topics in components of
variance. For further information please
contact Rob Kempton, Biomathematics &
Statistics Scotland, University of Edin-
burgh (e-mail: rob@ bioss.sari.ac.uk).

The second meeting of the LMS Scheme
3 network “The dynamics of skew
products” will take place at the Depart-
ment of Mathematics and Statistics,

University of Surrey on 23rd January
1998. For details please contact Dr P.
Ashwin (p.ashwin@surrey.ac.uk).

Dr Michael Murray of the University
of Adelaide will be visiting the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh for March, April and
May 1998, as an EPSRCVisiting Fellow.
His interests are in differential geometry
and mathematical physics, and he is an
expert on magnetic monopoles, gerbes
and anomalies, and applications to statis-
tics of differential geometry. For fur-
ther information please contact Michael

Singer, Department of Mathematics and
Statistics, University of Edinburgh (e-
mail: michael@maths.ed.ac.uk).

 

 



 

 

   
Russian Mathematical Surveys Vol 53

ISSN: 0036-0279

INDEXED IN

Institute of Scientific Information(ISD).

This journalis reviewed,coverto cover, by

mathematical reviewing journalsincluding

Russian RZh Matematika, Mathematical Reviews

and Zentralblatt Fiir Mathematik

EDITOR IN CHIEF:

SPNovikoy, Russian AcademyofSciences, Moscow;

University of Maryland,College Park, USA

LMS EDITOR OF THE ENGLISH EDITION:

EJ F Primrose, 12 Ring Road,Leicester LE2 3RR, UK

Tel.:(+44 116) 707 340; E-mail: ejfp@mcs.le.ac.uk

1998 SUBSCRIPTION DETAILS

6 issues per annumwith archival CD-ROM:
Worldwide US$ 660.00

Single copy US$ 160.00

TO ORDER, PLEASE CONTACT:

Turpin Distribution Services Ltd, Blackhorse Road,
Letchworth, Herts SG6 IHN, UK

Tel.: (+44 1462) 672 555; Fax: (+44 1462) 480 947:
E-mail: turpin@rsc.org

Mathe
Russian
matical Surveys
Russian Mathematical Surveysis the English

translation of the Russian bi-monthly journal

Uspekhi Matematicheskikh Nauk, founded
in 1936. Until the last issue of 1997 Russian
Mathematical Surveysis publishedjointly by the

London Mathematical Society and the British

Library. Starting from thefirst issue of 1998

the journalwill be publishedjointly by the

London Mathematical Society, Turpion Ltd,
and the Russian AcademyofSciences.

The English languageversionis a cover-to-cover
translationofall the material: thatis, the survey
articles, the Communications of the Moscow
MathematicalSociety, and the biographical
material.

1) CONTENTS INCLUDE

Thisis ahighprestige journal covering a wide area

of mathematics. The Russianoriginalis rigorously

refereed within the Russian Academyof

Sciencesandthetranslationsarecarefullyscrutinised

and edited by the London Mathematical Society.

The surveyarticles on currenttrends in mathematics

are generally written by leading experts in the field

at the requestof the Editorial Board.

(1) AUDIENCE

Postgraduate students,

Researchfellows,

Postdoctoral workers,

Lecturers andresearchers across manybranches

of mathematics, mechanics, and mathematical physics.

LD FACTS & FEATURES

re» —Avolumecontains about25 surveys and

over 100 communicationsin around 1400pages.

r=

—

Core of mathematics from the Russian Federation,
we Refereed byleading experts.

= Ourgoalis to reduce the gap between the Russian and
English versionsto three monthsin 1998.

ee —Archival CD-ROM witha flexible searchtool

will be distributed with the last issue of 1998 to

print-version subscribersat no additionalcost,

ws Abstracts and table of contentsavailable via Internet:
http://turpion.ioc.ac.ru/

ve

—

Fulltextonline atno extra costto current volume
subscribers.

For more and updatedinformation pleasevisit us at: http://turpion.ioc.ac.ru
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At the Annual General Meeting of the

Society held at the Scientific Societies’

Lecture Theatre on Friday 21 November

1997, the following were elected to the

Council of the Society: Professor J.M.

Ball, FRS (President); Professor K.A.

Brown, FRSE and Professor A.J. Macin-

tyre, FRS (Vice-Presidents); Professor

A.O. Morris (Treasurer); Professor J.S.

Pym (Council and General Secretary); Dr

DJ.H. Garling (Meetings and Member-

ship Secretary); Professor E.G} ance

(Publications Secretary); Dr J.A. Erdos

(Librarian); Professor U. Martin, Professor

P.T. Saunders, Professor M.J. Taylor, FRS

(Members-at-Large 1-year terms); Dr C.A.

Hobbs, Professor M.A.H. MacCallum, Dr

LA. Stewart (Members-at-Large 2-year

terms).

Dr RJ. Archbold, Dr A.G. Chetwynd,

Professor F.C. Kirwan, Professor E.G.

Rees, FRSE, Professor A.J. Scholl and
Professor J.F. Toland are Members-at-
Large whose terms expire in 1998.

 

Applications are invited for about 12
University Research Fellowships in all
branchesof the natural sciences, including
mathematics, tenable from 1 October 1998
(or later in the academic year 1998-99).
Applicants must be citizens of the EU
whoare either currently employed in the
UK or who,if not employed, have at some
point been resident in the UK for
a continuous period of three years
other than for the sole purpose of
receiving full-time education. Applicants
should have a PhD or equivalent re-
search experience, should be at least 26
but should not have passed their 40th
birthday on 1 October 1998 and must
have between two and seven years’
postdoctoral experience by that date.
Application forms and further informa-
tion are available from the Research
Appointments Department, The Royal

Society, 6 Carlton House Terrace, London
SW1Y 5AG (fax: 0171 930 2170; e-mail:
ukresearch.appointments@royalsoc.ac.
uk; WWW: http://www.royalsoc.ac.uk).
The closing date for applications is 23
January 1998. Application forms are not
available after 9 January 1998 and applica-
tions arriving after 4 pm on 23 January
will not be considered.

 

  

This will be held at Coventry University
on 16 April 1998. The main speakers
will be Sarah Rees (Newcastle) and Gil-
lian Raab (Napier). Other lectures will

be given by Sarah Whitehouse (Paris),
Sharon Seddougui (Birmingham), Helen
Wilson (Cambridge) and Patricia Domin-
guez (Imperial) There will also be a Panel
Discussion. The meeting is open to all
members of the mathematical public, and
there will be a registration fee of £5. The
meeting is supported by the LMS and
there are some funds available to sup-
port womenresearch students who wish
to attend. For further details contact
Helen Robinson, School of MIS, Coventry

University, Priory Street, Coventry CV1
5FB or mtx057@coventry.ac.uk.

 

Ce prix de la Société Mathématique de

France, décerné tous les deux ans, recom-

penseunarticle, unlivre, une mission de

radio ou de télévision, un scénario de film

ou toute autre réalisation, initiative ou

projet, destinés 4 mieux faire comprendre

les mathématiques et leurs développ-

ments récents. Il sera décerné au prin-

temps 1998et remis au(x) lauréat/e(s) lors

de l’Assemblée Générale de la S.M.F. en

juin 1998. Les candidatures peuvent étre

soumises par les candidats eux-mémes ou

par toute autre personne physique ou

morale. Les dossiers de candidature ou

lettres de recommandation sonta adresser

a: S.M.E. (Prix d’Alembert), IHP, 11 rue

Pierre et Marie Curie, 75231 Paris cedex 05

avantle 15 février.
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Chartwell-Yorke Software . Tel(444, 01204 811001
114 High Street, Belmont, Bolton, Lancs, BL7 8AL, UK, fax 01204 81 1008, philip@chartwel.demon.co.uk

Both of these software packagestake the drud
confidence. DERIVEis the easiestto use. It do

gery out of maths and let you explore freely with
es about 80% of A-level maths (therestis thought)and gets you from A-B securely and quickly. Thinkofit like a shopping car that also wins GrandPrix and neverlets you down. (Why walk when you can DERIVE)

MACSYMAonthe other handis the absolute top of the range model. It does all the maths youcould everneed,with unparalleled accuracy, has the mostsophisticated state ofthe art interface,is SO Smart you can even conversewithit in English andcostsjust a fraction of other high levelinferior packages!

VERY PROFESSIONAL MATHEMATICIA

Se

iwi

FOR WINDOWS
Derive for Windows makes mathematics more enjoyable by
eliminating the drudgery of tedious error-prone mathematical
derivations. It gives you the freedom to explore different
approachesto problems - approachesthat you probably would
not even considertrying if you had to do the calculations by
hand.

This powerful andtireless mathematical assistant intelligently
applies the rules of algebra,trigonometry, calculus, and matrix
algebra to solve a wide range of mathematical problems. This
nonnumeric approachgoesfar beyond the capabilities of mere
Statistics packages and equation solvers that use only
approximate numerical techniques.

  

U M

 

The freedom to explore
DERIVEis as easy to use as a pocketcalculator: First enter a
formula using standard maths operators and functions. DERIVE
displays it using raised exponents and built-up fractions. Then,
formulas can be simplified, plotted, expanded, approximated,
factored, placed over a common denominator, integrated, or
differentiated. Equations can be solved analytically and
approximately. Matrices can be added, multipled, transposed,
or inverted.

DERIVEfor Windowsruns on any PC with 8mb RAM andeither
Windows 3.1, 95, or NT. Recommended Price $250, special
offer £55 + £4.95 courier plus vat from Chartwell-Yorke.

COSHH OEE O HELO HEEL EEE EEE ELC EEL OCC LOE OOOO.

)/fMacsyma
Quite simply, Macsyma is the best maths software you can
buy. In the most comprehensivetest ever published for maths
software, Dr. Michael Wester of Cotopaxi Inc., tested seven
packages on a large suite of problems (see
http:www.macsyma.com). At the time, Macsyma sccred 108,
Maple V3 scored 90.5 and Mathematica 2.2 scored 88.
Macsyma now claimsto scorein the 120sonthistest. Available
for Windows PCsorUnix.

Maths PowerandReliability
@ ALGEBRA & CALCULUS
Macsyma 2.2 gets more problems right than any other maths
software. Only Macsyma gets a perfect score on the Aslaksen
test.

@ LINEAR ALGEBRA
Provides nearly all the linear algebra and languagefeatures of
Matlab™ and Macsyma doeslinear algebra numerically and
symbolically.

@ DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Macsyma 2.2 offers you the most complete suite of symbolic
and numerical ODEsolvers, including numerical methods for
Stiff systems. And for PDEs, Macsyma andits finite element
companion PDEase form an unbeatable team.

Graphics
Editable, animated scientific graphics. You control viewpoint,
zoom,clipping, rendering, labels, and lighting. Over 250 at-
tributes in a typical 3D plot - right in the notebook. View ani-
mated movies of solutions to dynamic problems.Click ona point
to seeits coordinates. Displaythe plotted area in a DataViewer.  
 

Halve the time and energy to solve maths
problemsby switching to the new Macsyma 2.2.
It understands plain English so you can get on
with your maths straightaway without the need
to learn a commandlanguage.

UnderstandsPlain English!
Describe a task in your own words and Macsyma returns
executable ‘tips.’

Notebooks
Combine formatted text, textbook-quality maths displays, striking
scientific graphics. Re-execute commands in place, or entire
notebooks. Add your own hypertext links to jump within or
between notebooks to any documentor URL.

Data Acquisition
The new DataViewerlets you import, export,view,edit, analyse,
filter and graph large numericaldata sets. Plenty of data analysis
tools, such as nonlinear least-squaresfit, data smoothing, and
interpolation.

Incredible Value
¢ Macsyma with Numkit (W'95, NT) £250
 Macsyma (W3.1, 95, NY) £180
¢ Macsyma(limited documentation) £140
«@ MacsymaLite (restricted version) £45
(N*0.5 x price for N licences)



1998 LMSPRIZES

The Council proposes to award, in

Summer 1998, a De Morgan Medal, a

Senior Berwick and one or more Junior

Whitehead Prizes. Accordingly, it has

appointed J.M.Ball, TJ. Lyons, G. Segal,

MJ. Taylor and O. Penrose to the 1998

Prizes Committee.

The Council invites members of the

Society to submit their views on possible

candidates for the award of these Prizes

confidentially in writing to any memberof

the Prizes Committee by 1 March 1998. In

each case, nominations should contain

explicit reference to the grounds on which

the nomination is based. The Prizes Com-

mittee would particularly welcome sug-
gestions of possible candidates for the
award of the Senior Berwick Prize and the
Junior Whitehead Prize(s), in view of the
condition (explained below) concerning
publication which applies to the former
and the age condition which applies to the
latter. Council reserves the right not to
make an award in the event that no
candidate of sufficient merit is recom-
mended by the Prizes Committee for a
particular Prize.
The De Morgan Medalis to be awarded

to a mathematician who is normally resi-
dent in the United Kingdom on 1 January
1998. The sole grounds for the award of
the Medal is the candidate’s contribution

to mathematics.
The Senior Berwick Prize is to be

awarded to a mathematician who is a
memberof the Society on 1 January 1998,
in respect of a definite piece of mathemati-
cal research work actually published by
the Society during the period from 1
January 1990 to 31 December 1997; it may
not be awarded to any person who has
previously received the De Morgan Medal.
The Junior Whitehead Prizes are to be

awarded to mathematicians who on 1
January 1998 are normally resident in
the United Kingdom or members of the
Society mainly educated in the United
Kingdom, whoare not already Fellows of
the Royal Society, and who are under the
age of forty years, except that this age

restriction may be relaxed when it ap-
pears desirable to do so in order to take
fair account of broken career patterns.
Groundsfor the award may include work
in and influence on mathematics.
No person may be awarded a given

Prize more than once, and thePresidentof
the Society and the membersofthe Prizes
Committee are ineligible for any of the
awards. The detailed regulations and pro-
cedure for the award of each Prize can be
obtained from the Administrator, London
Mathematical Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London W1V ONL (Ims@Ims.
ac.uk).

J.S. Pym
Council and General Secretary

_ COMMUTATIVEALGEBRA

There will be a Conference on Com-
mutative Algebra in Honour of David
Rees’s 80th Year. This will take place at
the University of Exeter during 13 - 16
August 1998, just before the 1998 Interna-
tional Congress of Mathematicians meets
in Berlin. The organisers are P. Vamos
(Exeter, local organiser) and R.Y. Sharp
(Sheffield). Among those who have al-
ready accepted invitations to speakare C.
Huneke (Purdue), D. Katz (Kansas), D.

Kirby (Southampton), L. O’Carroll (Edin-

burgh), N.V. Trung (Hanoi), G. Valla
(Genoa) and J.K. Verma (India). The con-

ference is supported financially by a grant
from the London Mathematical Society.
This will be used to coverpart of the costs
of attendance by the invited speakers
and some graduate students. Participants
from developed countries will be expected
to pay a registration fee of £35.

EWMWORKSHOP

A European Women in Mathematics
Workshop on Moduli Spaces in Mathe-

matics and Physics will be held in Oxford

on 2 and 3 July 1998. Full details

will be published in the next issue of
the Newsletter; preliminary information
can be obtained from Frances Kirwan
(kirwan@maths.ox.ac.uk).
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Representation Theory and Algebraic Geometry
Edited by A. Martsinkovsky and G. Todorov

The variety of topics covered here include commutative algebraandalgebraic
geometry, homological algebra and representation theory.
£20.95 PB 0 521 577896 131 pp. 1997,
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 238
oOo ew ow Ree ee CSCC COCO COC Ce CeCe COCR Ce ecole eeccceec esc lees hesseeeeeecceoeeee eee eecececeeeste

Wavelets
Calder6n-ZygmundOperators and Multilinear Operators

Yves Meyer and Ronald Coifman

Translated by David Salinger

The new theory of Calderén—Zygmund operatorsis described for thefirst
time in English. This volumefollows naturally from Wavelets and Operators
and describes where and when wavelet bases should be used.
£40.00 HB 0521 42001 6 334pp. 1997
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 48

Geometric Control Theory
Velimir Jurdjevic

Geometric control theory concernsthe differential equationsdescribed by
non-commuting vectorfields. It is applicable to a wide range of problems
from differential geometry, applied matheni.tics, physics and engineering.
£60.00 HB 0521 49502 4 520pp. 1997
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 52

Lectures on Vector Bundles
J. le Potier

Translated by Antony Macioca

This work consists of two courses on the moduli spaces of vector bundles.
Thefirst is introductory, and assumes verylittle background; the secondis
more advanced andtakes the readerinto current areas of research.
£40.00 HB 0521 48182 1 259 pp. 1997
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 54

25% off LMS books to LMS men,

 

Sperner Theor
Konrad Engel

In this book the emjg
fusion of combinato-h
eigenvalue methods)r¢

£50.00 HB 6
Encyclopedia of Mathe a,

Cohomology ¢i:
Part 2: AutomorphicFTy.

Gerard Laumon

Appendix byJ.-L. Vou

Provides an introducin

andthe Langlands aor

courses givenbytheor.

£40.00 HB 070

Cambridge Studies in £ec
Cece cece ccccceccccccccceties:

Polyhedra
P. Cromwell

This book comprehely
polyhedra have comeef

‘.. plenty to fascinate

£30.00 HB 0554

Harmonic Mapo
Systems

Martin A. Guest

This bookis accessib) u
research in the theorha

£40.00 HB 0.58¢
£14.95 PB 0588
London Mathematical Sty-

Cambridge booksare available from good bookshops,alternatively phone UK + 44 (0)12255
or fax UK +44 (0)1223 325152. For further information, please email Giulia Williams  ¢i¢

Worldwide Webserver http://www.cup.cam.a(  
BS: Ea
SheS

i
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Or

Mig on the powerful methodsarising from the

Uhniques with programming, linear algebra,

dsyrobability theory.

62066 429 pp. 1997

the and its Ape» 65

einfeld Modular Varieties

ic Trace Formulas and Langlands Correspondence

- Vourger

lucin two volumes, to both the subject of the title

- @ondence for function fields. It is based on

neor.

07061 7 380 pp. 1997

1 ked Mathematics 56

yetrvecccvccscesceesssee ee ccccccccccceseccvccsccccceescscscsesees

hely documents the many and varied ways that

nae fore throughout the development of mathematics.

te NewScientist

0554322 465pp. «1997

poop Groups, ndTiteGrable

iby university students, but leads to topics of current

yr harmonic maps.

0580854  208pp. 1997
058932 0
| Sty Student Texts 38

25588 to orderdirect using your credit card,
s cience@cup.cam.ac.uk or browse our

eoSageaePaSeeeSTSSSETL aa |

 

ORDER FORM

To order please send this form to Richard Knott at the address
below,‘phone 01223 325916 or fax 01223 315052.

Qty Author ISBN

 
1 lenclosea sterling cheque/eurocheque

(payable to Cambridge University Press)

C1 Please debit my credit card (Access/Mastercard/VISA/

Amex)* *Please delete as applicable

Card no.

Expiry Date 

Signature zs fh 2eeee

Nameof cardholder inedpeeEMALee  
Address 

Please return coupon to
FREEPOST,The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 1BR

E-mail: sclence@cup.cam.ac.uk  
 

 



 

  

    
The Society’s Programme and Conference Fund is used to give financial support tovarious mathematicalactivities in the UK. Grants are made under five main headings,whichareset out in summary form below.
TypeofGrant General Purpose Amount DeadlinesConference Grant Support of conferences Up to £2500 31 January,within the UK. The grant 31 May andmay beeither a substantial 31 August.

contribution to a small
meeting or a small contribu-
tion to

a

large meeting
Scheme 2 Support for a foreign visitor Return travel to Atleast threewho will give lectures at UK up to a maxi- monthsbeforethree places in the UK mum of £1000 thevisit
Scheme 3 Support of incidental costs Travel or other 31 January,for collaborative work by re- costs up to £1000 31 May andsearch groups from three (or for one year 31 Augustmore) different places
Scheme 4 Supportof travel and subsis- Upto £300 31 January,tence costs incurred by a UK 31 May andmemberor their collaborator 31 Augustin carrying outjoint research.
£SU Scheme Support of visits to UK by Basic travel and Atleast threefSU mathematicians and sup- living expenses monthsbeforeport of visits to fSU by UK up to £1000 the visit

mathematicians
Only Society members are eligible for Scheme 4 grants. Otherwise, any mathe-matician working in the UK is eligible for a grant; applications from non-membersmustbe countersigned by a Society member. Applications for conference grants mustbe submitted on the appropriate form, available either from the Society’s Office(Ims@Ims.ac.uk), or from the Society’s ftp (ftp.Ims.ac.uk). In all other cases, applica-tions should be madebyletter, including (as appropriate) the academic case, details ofparticipants andactivities, places to be visited, the proposed timetable and a budgetof estimated costs. Applications should be sent to the Administrator, Miss SusanOakes, at Burlington House,Piccadilly, London W1V ONL (tel: 0171 437 5377; e- mail:Ims@Ims.ac.uk; fax: 0171 439 4629). Further information and advice can be ob-tained from her or from the Meetings and Membership Secretary, Dr D.J.H. Garl-ing, Department of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics, 16 Mill Lane,Cambridge CB2 1SB (e-mail d.j.h.garling@pmms.cam.ac. uk; fax 01223 337920; tel:01223 337978). The information is on the Society’s home page on the world wide webat http://www.lms.ac. uk/grants/. Grants awarded since June 1997:

CONFERENCE
Topic

Applicant GrantConference on Commutative Algebra in honourof RY Sharp & £2,500.00David Rees’ 80th year
P VamosNumerical Analysis and Computers - 50 Years of Progress NJ Higham £550.00Scottish Computational Mathematics Symposium 1997 DB Duncan £743.00
  



 

 

Diophantine Geometry and Differential Equations- Sir N G Lloyd £1,800.00

Peter Swinnerton-Dyer’s 70th Birthday

Moduli Spacesin Mathematics and Physics - A Work- F Kirwan & £1,250.00

shop organised by European Womenin Mathematics F Tsou

The Mathematical Biology of Pattern and Process KA Jane White £1,000.00

13th British Topology Meeting PR Turner £2,500.00

50th British Mathematical Colloquium G Walker £5,500.00

Postgraduate Combinatorial Conference 1998 RMWhitaker £1,600.00

Vector Bundles and Principally Polarised Abelian Varieties WMOxbury  £2,480.00

- & P E Newstead

The Life and Work of G H Hardy IM James £1,650.00

British Women Mathematicians’ Day, 1998 HD Robinson

—

£1,200.00

Nonlinear Evolution Equations and Dynamical Systems AP Fordy £2,500.00

(NEEDS‘98)
31st European Study Group with Industry - ESGI ‘98 AA Wheeler £2,400.00

Silver Anniversary of Nonlinear Geometric Control Theory A Astolfi £1,500.00

Singular Perturbations and Nonlinearities in Continuum A Movchan £2,000.00

Mechanics
JordanStructures in Analysis. and Geometry CH Chu £560.00

JHC 60 J Saxl & £2,500.00
RT Curtis

SCHEME2
Applicant Visitor Placesto Visit Grant

GR Everest C Deninger East Anglia, Nottingham, £450.00

Cambridge

J R Hubbuck M Mimura Sheffield, Aberdeen, Oxford £500.00

DB Duncan G Kriegsmann NBDESInstitutions £500.00

J Roe J Rosenberg Oxford, Manchester, Edinburgh £500.00

M MacCallum P Chrusciel Oxford, QMW,Southampton £130.00

S E Rees A Szczepanski Southampton, Warwick, £360.00

Newcastle, St Andrews

P Ashwin H Crauel Surrey, Warwick, UMIST £250.00

SCHEME3
Applicant Institution Topic Grant

RJ Sharp Manchester Dynamical Systems £1,000.00

J Gray Open University History of Mathematics £500.00

N M Stephens Goldsmiths College Computational Number Theory £750.00

N Snashall Leicester Representation Theory of Algebras £1,000.00

PK Maini Oxford Order and Disorderin Tissues £1,000.00

G Gaeta Loughborough Mathematical Physics £1,000.00

J Brodzki Exeter K-Theory and Analysis £1,000.00

RS Mackay Cambridge The United Kingdom Spartially £750.00

Extended Dynamics Organisation

DEEvans Swansea Mathematical Physics- £1,000.00

Physical Mathematics

R Baddeley Leicester Permutation Group Theory £1,000.00

MJ Nicol UMIST The Dynamics of Skew-Product £1,000.00

Systems

DRJ Chillingworth Southampton Bifurcation and Symmetry £750.00

GK Sankaran Bath COW Seminar- Algebraic Geometry £1,000.00    



SCHEME4
Applicant Institution Collaborator
JR Partington Leeds I Chalendar
Mvanden Berg Bristol E Bolthausen &

F den Hollander
CT H Baker Manchester A Tang
NG Lloyd Aberystwyth J P Francoise
CH Lai Greenwich K Chen
RA Wilson Birmingham I Suleiman
L O’Carroll Edinburgh H Flenner
T Ward East Anglia M Einsiedler
J F Toland Bath EN Dancer

fSU SCHEME
Applicant Visitor Institution
AA Lacey 1A Molotkov Troitsk,

Moscow

N Vorobjov SV Duzhin PereslavI-
Zalessky

A Pickering N Kudryashoy Moscow
TJ Lyons M Kleptsyna Moscow
TJ Lyons A Piatniskii Moscow
1G Graham DNatroshvili Republic of

Georgia
EE Tyrtyshnikov Moscow
Y V Shestopaloy Moscow

Dr A Grigor’'yan AD Bendikov Rostov
EC Lance A Lebedev Minsk

DA Jordan V Bavula Kiev
M Nazarov V Tarasov Steklov
L Fradkin EVGlushkov KubanState
JDPMeldrum

X
K

Kaarlj Tartu, Estonia

Y M Suhov A Komech Moscow

AE Zalesskii
A Hone
EG Rees

  

I would like to express
the London Mathematic

  y gratitude to
al Society for

Institution Grant
Bordeaux £300.00
Zurich Nijmegen £300.00

China £300.00
Paris VI £300.00
Liverpool £300.00
Mu’tah, Jordan £300.00
Bochum £300.00
Vienna £300.00
Sydney £263.00

Placesto Visit Grant
Heriot-Watt, £800.00
Nottingham, Bath &
St Andrews
Bath, Liverpool, £1,000.00
Oxford
Kent, Glasgow, Leeds £990.00
Imperial & Warwick

—

£1,000.00
Imperial & Warwick  £1,000.00
Salford, Bath, £2,250.00
Strathclyde
Salford, Manchester, Oxford
Salford, Manchester, Brunel
Imperial £1,000.00
Leeds, Edinburgh, £1,000.00
Aberdeen
Sheffield & Edinburgh £1,000.00
Durham,Leeds, York £1,000.00
South Bank £1,000.00
Edinburgh, Glasgow £380.00
&/or St Andrews
Cambridge & £1,000.00
Heriot-Watt
Minsk £400.00
Landau SummerSchool £600.00
Solitons,Geometry —_£1,000.00
and Topology Conference

   
  

Moscow bycar, but the Institute has its
own busand car, and all LSU participants providing me with a grant to cover the

teaching fee at the Landau Summer
University (LSU). This was held at the
LandauInstitute in Chernogolovka.
Regarding practical aspects of travel

there were no particular problems. Cher-
nogolovka is about an hour away from
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were picked upat the airport onarrival
and taken back to Moscow on depar-
ture. There are also regular buses (usually
at least one every hour) between Cher-
nogolovka and Schelkovskaya (at the end
of one of the Moscow metro lines), which
I used to make visits to Moscow at



weekends. The metro service in Moscow

is efficient and very cheap (the equivalent

of twenty pence for a single journey
anywhere on the network), and compared

very favourably with the London Under-

ground - particularly when I was kept

waiting for 25 minutes on the tube com-

ing back from Heathrow.

The standard of accommodation and

catering for the LSU wasgenerally pretty
good. Like most of the participants, I
had one of the best rooms in the Cher-
nogolovka hotel, with a fridge, TV and
telephone. There was light breakfast in
the Institute every morning, and lunches
were in the canteen of the Institute of
Chemical Physics; the latter took a bit of
getting used to, but were mostly edible. In
the evenings we had meals cooked for us
in a private flat, and these were very good.
Chernogolovka has a market nearly every
day with fresh fruit and vegetables, as
well as various shops and kiosks, and a
few bars. However, there are no res-
taurants, so more sophisticated culinary
needs can only be met in Moscow.
The academic programme of the LSU

wasexcellent. The course of Mikhailov on
soliton theory was particularly enjoy-
able for me, since although most of the
material was familiar it gave me a dif-
ferent perspective on my doctoral re-
search. Zakharov’s course on algebraic
geometry wasalso good, although it suf-
fered slightly due tohisill-health towards
the end; anyway I am now readytotackle
an advanced book on the subject and
incorporate someof the techniquesI have
learnt into my future work. For me the
most difficult and unfamiliar material
that I absorbed was in the cosmology
course of Starobinsky, although I foundit
absolutely fascinating and managed to
pass the examination at the end. Three

courses was the maximum that one could
follow in the timeavailable, as this meant
about six hours of lectures every day;
however, I also attended a couple of
Pokrovsky’s lectures. The examinations
were optional and were not offered for
every course, as they were really only
essential for the Russian students who
wished to do further research at the

LandauInstitute.
Aboveall I am grateful that I had the

chance to interact with the Russians,
Germans, Italians, Japanese, Brazilians

and Quebecois at the LSU. The atmos-
phere was very good and wehada lot of
fun as well as sharing ideas and under-
standing. Russian science has clearly
had to face enormous difficulties due
to economic hardship, and the future
remains uncertain; many of the people |
spoke to were extremely pessimistic.
Nevertheless, the standards of research
and teaching at the Landau Institute are
very high, and hopefully the money
received from the LSU will help to ensure
that these standards are maintained.
Overall I would say that this LSU has
been a great success, andif it benefits the
Landau Institute then I hope it will
becomea regular feature.

Andrew Hone

ANAWARD

Professor Dusan Repovshas received the
1997 Award of the Republic of Slovenia
for scientific work, the highest such
honour in Slovenia. Professor Repovs
holds a Chair in Geometry and Topology
at the Faculty of Education in the
University of Ljubljana and is the Head of
the Topology Group at the Institute of
Mathematics, Physics and Mechanics.

JORDAN STRUCTURESIN
ANALYSIS AND GEOMETRY

This conference will be held at
Goldsmiths College London from 25 - 26
March 1998. The conference is supported
by the London Mathematical Society and
a British-Spanish Accion Integrada pro-
gramme. Speakers include LJ. Bunce,
C.M. Edwards, J.M. Isidro, A. Moreno-
Galindo, A. Rodriguez-Palacios and
J.D.M. Wright. Research students are

particularly welcome to attend and may
be given some financial support. For
further information, contact the or-
ganizer: C-H Chu, Goldsmiths College,
University of London, London SE14 6NW
(e-mail: maa01ichc@gold.ac.uk, tel: 0171-
919-7866, fax: 0171-919-7853).
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ESstyiImportant New Titles from
Gordon and Breach  

ADVANCED GENERALIZED WAVELETS
MATHEMATICS FOR = AND HYPERGROUPS
APPLIED AND PURE K.Trimeche, Tunisia

SCIENCES Hypergroupsprovide a very general andflexible contextin
which many of the classical techniques of harmonic
analysis can be fruitfully employed.It is, therefore, natural
to seekto exploit the newer techniques of wavelet analysis

Covers applicable mathematics that should provide a esi ane Ths es itiestell ints shallenge sstext, at the third year level and beyond, appropriate for somedepth, providing a Hsueh and authoritative accountstudents ofboth engineering and the pure sciences. The

|

ofWavelet methods applied to hypergroups.
emphasis is on helping the student develop an |
understanding of mathematics andits applications.

C.F. Chan Man Fong, D.De Kee and
P.N. Kaloni, all of Canada

1997 * 358pp * Cloth * ISBN 90-5699-080-2

US$120/ £78 / ECU100
1997 + 904pp * Cloth * ISBN 90-5699-607-X * US$150/£98 / ECU125

Paperback * ISBN 90-5699-6 14-2 * US$75 / £49 / ECU63

ADVANCESIN _ INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS
OF GENERALIZEDDIFFERENCE EQUATIONS. | cpictiQNs AND THEIREdited by S. Elaydi, USA, I. Gyéri, Hungary

and G. Ladas, USA | APPLICATIONS
The recent surge in research activity in difference
equationsand applications has been driven by the wide |
applicability ofdiscrete models to such diverse fields as
biology, engineering, physics, economics, chemistry,
and psychology. The 68 papers contained in this
volumeoffer a comprehensive review ofthe state of the
art in this exciting field.

Ram ShankarPathak, India

“...an in-depth and up-to-date surveyofmuch of
the analysis concerning distributional and
ultradistributionalintegral transforms...a
valuable addition to the literature.”

1997 * 704pp * Cloth * ISBN 90-5699-521-9 — Richar« D. Carmichael,US$85 / £55 / ECU71 DepartmentofMathematics and Computer
Science, Wake Forest University, USA

For those who have a background in advanced calculus,
GENERALIZED elementary topology and functional analysis, this work
lASEL) provides a comprehensive analysis of the many
HYPERGROUPS important integral transforms and renders particular

‘ attentionto all the technicalaspectsofthe subject. The
author presents the last two decades of research and
includes importantresults from other works,

Late 1997 * 344pp * Cloth * ISBN 90-5699-554-5
US$85 / £55 / ECU71  

GR : Gordonand Breach Science Publishers c : ;A memberof The Gordon and Breach Publishing Group



A Selection of Important NewTitles from
Gordon and Breach.

 

SERIES OF FABER

POLYNOMIALS
P.K. Suetin, Russia

Presents some importantclassical and modemresultsofthe

series of Faber polynomials andtheir applications, a subject

in whichinterest has increasedrapidly overthe last decade.

Applications include theory of functions of complex

variables, theory of analytic function approximation and

some aspects of numerical analysis.

Early 1998 * 320pp * Cloth * ISBN 90-5699-058-6

US$125 / £81 / ECU104

Analytical Methods andSpecial Functions, Volume|

SOLVING ODEs BY LINEAR

MULTISTEP INITIAL AND

BOUNDARY VALUE

METHODS

L. Brugnanoand D.Trigiante, both of /taly

This book aims to generalize classical multistep methods

for both initial and boundary value problems;to present a

self-contained theory which embraces and generalizes the

classical Dahlquist theory; to treat nonclassical problems,

such as Hamiltonian problemsand the meshselection; and

to select appropriate methods for a general purpose

software capable of solving a wide range of problems

efficiently, even on parallel computers.

Early 1998 * 448pp * Cloth * ISBN 90-5699-107-8

US$120/ £78 / ECU1L00

Stability and Control: Theory Methods andApplications, Volume 6
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TENSOR AND VECTOR

ANALYSIS
Geometry, Mechanics and Physics

A.T. Fomenko, V.V. Trofimov and

O.V. Manturoy,all of Russia

Foreword by Professor Nigel Hitchin, Savilian

Professor of Geometry, Oxford University, UK

Reflecting the significant contributions of Russian

mathematiciansto the field, this book containsa selection of

papers on tensorand vectoranalysis.It is divided into three

parts, covering Hamiltonian systems, Riemannian

geometryand calculusofvariations, and topology.

Early 1998 * 312pp * Cloth * ISBN 90-5699-007-1

US$90 / £59 / ECU75S

THEORY OF PROBABILITY
Sixth Edition

Boris V. Gnedenko, Russia

This sixth edition of a classic text first published in

1950, is a majorrevision overthe fifth. It contains new

material and forthefirst time includesa brief history of

probability and its development. Exercise problems and

examples have been revised and newones added.

Late 1997 + 512pp * Cloth + ISBN 90-5699-585-5
US$64.95 / £42 / ECUS4

For further information on any of these

titles, or to order, please contact:

North/South America
University ofToronto Press, 250 Sonwil Drive,

Buffalo, NY 14225, USA

Tel: +1 (800) 565 9523 * Fax: +1 (800) 221 9985

E-mail: utpbooks @gpu.utcc.utoronto.ca

Europe/Middle East/Africa
Marston Book Services Ltd., PO Box 269, Abingdon,

Oxon OX14 4YN, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1235 465 500 « Fax: +1 (0) 1235 465 555

E-mail: direct.order@marston.co.uk

E-mail: info@gbhap.com
Visit Our HomePage: http://www.gbhap.com
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The AdamsLectures are held annually at
the University of Manchester in memory
of Frank Adams. The 1998 Adams Lec-
turer is Professor Franklin P. Peterson of
M.LT., who will be visiting Manchester
from 1 March to 30 April. The lectures
will be held in the Mathematics Depart-
ment, University of Manchester in March
1998. Further details of dates, times and
topics of the lectures will be announced
later. The local organisers are Reg Wood
(reg@ma.man.ac.uk) and Grant Walker
(grant@ma.man.ac.uk), and the lectures
are sponsored by KPMG.

 

The European Mathematical Society has
launched its series of Summer Schools.
The series is intended to include two
schools a year, one in Pure Mathe-
matics and one devoted to applica-
tions of Mathematics. With this activity
the EMS wants to encourage young
European mathematicians to meet and
study together current developments in
Mathematics and its applications. The
EMS, through its Summer School Com-
mittee, will examine proposals for sum-
mer schools fully organized by other
institutions. To meet the EMS require-
ments, each school should be at a
pre-doctoral level, last from 2 to 3
weeks, and have about 100 participants,
mainly graduate students or young math-
ematicians coming from several European
countries. Costs of participation should
be kept low and,if possible, grants should
be available to people from countries
which cannot afford any financial sup-
port. The EMS will guarantee its moral
support to the selected schools, advertis-
ing within the European mathematical
community, and will apply for funds to
the summer school Programmes of the
European Commission. Topics, which
may be single or composite, sites, and
organisers of the schools will vary each
year.

TheSociety is now asking for proposals
for the two 1999 summer schools. A
proposal should in particular contain the
topic (title and short description), names
of lecturers,site, timing, costs, conditions
for participants, name and address of the
organizer. Proposals should be sent to:
Professor G. Monegato, Dipartimento
di Matematica, Politecnico di Torino,
Corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24, 10129
Torino,Italia; fax: 39-11-564.7599; e- mail:
monegato@polito.it by 31 May 1998.
Decision can be expected by the end of
July.

ATHEMATICALSCIENCES
_CallforProposals

The NewtonInstituteis currently seek-
ing new proposals for programmes for
2000 onwards, particularly from areas
which have been under-represented so
far (eg Partial Differential Equations,
Analysis, Computational Mathematics,
Combinatorics). From 1999, a choice of
six-month or four-month programmes
will be available. By having some shorter
programmesthe Institute will be able to
accommodate important, but less well-
developed areas and also to improve the
coverage ofall areas of the mathematical
sciences. (A proposal to introduce further
flexibility in programme structure for
2000 is currently under consideration.)

For full details and submission
guidelines, see: http://www.newton.cam.
ac.uk/callprop.html. Proposals should be
addressed to The Director, Professor
Keith Moffatt, Isaac NewtonInstitute for
Mathematical Sciences, 20 Clarkson
Road, Cambridge CB3 QEH? “UK:
Proposers should state whether they
would prefer a four-month or six-month
programme. The Institute is pleased to
receive proposals at any time. Proposals
for consideration at the next meeting of
the Scientific Steering Committee should
be received by 3ist January 1998;
proposals for consideration at the second
meeting in 1998 should be received by 31st
July 1998.

  



  ‘VISIT OF DRH. CRAUEL
Dr Hans Crauel (Technische Universitat

Berlin) will be visiting the UK in late

January 1998, supported by an LMS

scheme 2 grant. His research is in

the area of random dynamical systems
and uses probability theory, ergodic
theory and analysis to understand attrac-

tors and other properties, with applica-
tions to stochastic differential equations
and other such systems. He is intend-
ing to give lectures at the Univer-
sities of Warwick (21st January), Sur-
rey (23rd January) and UMIST (27th
January) or dates thereabouts. All mem-
bers of the Society are welcome to
attend these lectures. For more infor-
mation, please contact Dr P. Ashwin
(p.ashwin@surrey.ac. uk).

GALOISREPRESENTATIONSIN
_ARITHMETICGEOMETRY
A meeting on Galois Representations in
Arithmetic Geometry will be held from
19-25 July 1998 at Anwgeia, Crete. The
aim of the meeting is to provide an
opportunity for discussing recent
developments in the area of Galois
representations and their connections
with values of L-functions and modular
forms. Weare pleased to announce that
D. Burns, T. Chinburg, K. Kato and T.
Saito have already agreed to speak at the
meeting. The EU and University of Crete
have made some limited funds available
for participants. Mathematicians whoare
interested in attending the meeting
should contact one of the or-
ganisers: George Pappas (Princeton)
e-mail: pappas@math.princeton.edu; or
Martin Taylor (UMIST) e-mail:
martin.taylor@umist.ac.uk

POSITIVITY IN APPLICATIONS
A meeting in memory of the late
Professor Huijsmans will be held from 22
- 26 June 1998 at the Department
of Mathematics, Middle East Technical
University, Ankara Turkey. The follow-
ing are definite speakers: L.Tzafriri, A.R.
Schep, W. Luxemburg, R. Nagel, B.

2

de Pagter, A.Wickstead, M. Orhon,Yu.
Abramovich, C.D. Aliprantis, W. Arendt,
A. Bukhvalov, G. Buskes, P. Dodds,

K.Grobler, A.E. Gutman, F. Hernan-
dez, A.E. Kusraev, I. Polyrakis and S.
Kutateladze. There will be no reg-
istration fee. For more information:
http://www.math.metu.edu.tr/~safak/
conferences/ or write to Professor Safak
Alpay at: safak@narwhal.cc.metu.edu.tr.
Deadline for applications is 1 May 1998.

 

         WHITEHEAD-CHAPMANeee

A meeting devoted to the memory of
Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947; Im-
perial College 1914-1924) and Sidney
Chapman (1888-1970; Imperial College
1924-1946) will be held at Imperial
College, London, on Thursday 29 January
1998, with the following programme.
4.00-4.50 Anne Barrett

“From the Arithmometer to
Electronic Arithmetic - the
History till 1955” (Clore
Theatre, Huxley Building)
Walter Hayman
“Mathematics at Imperial
College since 1956”(Clore

Theatre, Huxley Building)
Coffee and Tea
(Foyer, Mechanical Engineer-

ing)
Philip Davis
“Mathematical Evidence”
(A.N. Whitehead Lecture)
(Theatre 220, Mechanical
Engineering)
Paul Malliavin
“Differential Geometry and
Stochastic Analysis on
Riemannian Path Spaces” (S.

Chapman Lecture) (Theatre
220, Mechanical Engineering)

The organizer is B. Zegarlinski. All are
welcome to attend. Additional
information can be obtained from
e.rowley@ic.ac.uk (tel: 0171 594 8547;

fax: 0171 594 8517) or from the internet
(http://icmp2000.ma.ic.ac.uk/MathHist

ory/).

5.00 - 5.50

6.00 - 6.30

6.30 - 7.20

7.30 - 8.20

     



   
Introduction to Subfactors
VaughanJonesandV. S. Sunder

Subfactors have been a subject ofconsiderable research activity for about
15 years. These notes give an introduction to the subject suitable for a
student whohasonly

a

little familiarity with the theory of Hilbert space.
£22.95 PB 0521 584205 174 pp. 1997
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 234

Combinatorics, Geometry and Probability
In Honorof Paul Erdés

Edited by B. Bollobas and A. G. Thomason
Manyleading combinatorialists have here contributed articles to celebrate
Paul Erdés’ 80th birthday. Consequently this volume, consisting of in-
depth studies, provides a valuable panorama of contemporary
combinatorics,
£60.00 HB 0521 58472 8 584 pp. 1997

Presentations of Groups
Second Edition

D. L. Johnson

Provides an introduction to combinatorial group theory, with emphasis on
computational techniques, butrigorous proofsofall theoremsare supplied.
£17.95 PB 0521 58542 2 228 pp. 1997
London Mathematical Society Student Texts 15
HeeOtS S200 WC 010 eln'e e'uin'eieieieje'e wle'e'eis'ei0.0.e.ele'e\s.0'e'eje\0\sie e's olgleve dle cfele ele sie/e/e ciclo diel via Aeicioe Oe chic eee

The JamesForest
Helga Fetter and Berta Gamboa de Buen
The James space J and the Jamestree space JTwere constructed as
counterexamplesto several outstanding conjectures in Banach spacetheory.
This book is a compendium of mostof the knownresults about these
spaces.
£27.95 PB 0521 58760 3 270 pp. 1997
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 236 

25% off LMS books to LMS mer

 

Gaussian Hilby,,
Svante Janson

This book treats thes

Gaussian (or normal, i

applications in prob,
theoretical physics.

£40.00 HB oy
Cambridge Tracts in Me 4.

Combinatoricso,
Edited by M. Lothai

Combinatorics on wy

col

simultaneously withigre
volumewasthefirst ipt
theory.

£17.95 PB 045

Cambridge Mathematic,

Algorithmsforul
Second Edition

J. E. Cremona

This book presents a:nt
arithmetic of elliptic An

the results of the imphtic

£45.00 Full Canadiag

Automorphic fia
Daniel Bump

This book presentsthty¢
accessible to graduateits |
research frontier.

£65.00 HB 0538 >

Cambridge Studies in Ad Mi
Cambridge booksare available from good bookshops,alternatively phone UK + 44 (0)1223'8 tor fax UK +44 (0)1223 325152. For further information, please email Giulia Williams once

Worldwide Webserver http://www.cup.cam.ac.  
BS: Ea
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Publications Secretary
Deputy Publications Secretary
Publications Committee

Proceedings Editors

Journal Editors

Bulletin Editors

Journal ofComputation and
Mathematics Editors

Nonlinearity Editors

MonographsEditors

Monographs Advisers

Lecture Notes Editor

Lecture Notes Advisers

Student Texts Editor

Student Texts Advisers

History of MathematicsSeries
Editor

History of MathematicsSeries
Advisers

Newsletter Editors
Book ReviewsEditors
Obituaries Editor
Russian Mathematical Surveys

Editors
Sbornik: Mathematics Editor
Izvestiya: Mathematics Editor
Transactionsofthe Moscow

Mathematical Society Editor
UKperiodicals’ backlog
LMSPublishing Ltd

Board of Directors

Administrator

 

    
EC Lance(1996-).

DA Brannan(1996-99).

EC Lance (Convenor); J M Ball; D A Brannan;
RJ Archbold, J R Hubbuck; PJ Bushell, R A Fenn;
S Brenner, C T C Wall; D Singerman; H G Dales;
WA Hodges;I A Stewart.
S Brenner, C T C Wall (1992-98); A C Sharp
(Executive Editor, 1974- ).
PJ Bushell, R A Fenn (1994- 99); EC Wiegold
(Executive Editor, 1992- ).
RJ Archbold, J R Hubbuck (1995-2000); A Cadle
(Executive Editor, 1990- ).
J H Davenport (Editor-in-Chief),
PM Neumann,L C Paulson.
P Constantin (LMS, 1998- 2002); I Procaccia
(IOPPL, 1992-98).
H G Dales (1988-98), PM Neumann (1994-98).
J H Coates (1994-99), S K Donaldson (1989-98),
AJ Macintyre (1995-99).

NJ Hitchin (1997-99).
GRAllan, PM Cohn, J ME Hyland, C B Thomas
(to 1999).

CM Series (1990-99).
P Diaconis, E G Rees, S J van Strien, D Testerman
(to 1999),
JJ Gray (LMSjointEditor, 1989-98).

DH Fowler (LMS joint Adviser, 1991-98),
T W Korner (LMS joint Adviser, 1998-2002).
S M Oakes, A R Pears.
D Singerman, F Rhodes (1997-2002).
AR Pears (1995-2000).
EJ F Primrose (1986-2002),
DL Johnson (Deputy, 1989-2002).
G G Gould (1994- 99).
DL Johnson (1994-99).
L WLongdon (LMSjoint Editor, 1973- ye

S Brenner, C T C Wall (1992-98).
J MBall (Chairman), DJ H Garling, AO Morris
(Treasurer), EC Lance (Secretary and Publications
Manager).

S M Oakes.

EC Lance
PublicationsSecretary  
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DIARY
Thediary lists Society meetings and other events publicized in previousissues of the Newsletter. For furtherinformation,refer to the figure in brackets, whichis a cross reference to the LMS Newsletter number.

JANUARY1998
16 Edinburgh Mathematical Society Meet-
ing, Edinburgh University (252)

FEBRUARY1998
9-13 Hyperbolic Problems Theory,
Numerics, Application Conference, ETH
Zurich, Switzerland (246)
13 Edinburgh Mathematical Society Meet-
ing, Edinburgh University (252)
20-21 Two-day London Mathemati-
cal Society Meeting, University of
Southampton - Hyperbolic Geometry (254)

MARCH1998
13 Edinburgh Mathematical Society Meet-
ing, Dundee University (252)
23-3 Apr Symplectic Topology Workshop,
Warwick University (255)
31-3 Apr Computational Fluid Dynamics
Conference, Oxford University (252)

APRIL 1998
6-9 British Mathematical
Manchester University
6-9 British Applied Mathematics Collo-
quium,Brunel University (254)
14-16 British Topology Meeting, Aberdeen
University (255)
20-24 LMS Invited Lectures,
University, Professor D. Zagier
20-24 Probability: Theory and Applica-
tions Workshop, Nottingham Trent
University (252)

Colloquium,

Exeter

MAY 1998
8 Edinburgh Mathematical Society Meet-
ing, Aberdeen University (252)
22-23 London Mathematical Society and
Irish Mathematical Society Joint Meeting
on Complex Analysis and Dynamical Sys-
tems, London

JUNE 1998
5 Edinburgh Mathematical Society Meet.
ing, St Andrews University (252)
7-19 Arithmetic and Geometry of Al
gebraic Cycles NATO ASI, Alberta, Canada
(255)
22-26 Groups of Finite Morley Rank Con.
ference, Greece (255)
22-27 European Consortium for Mathe.
matics in Industry (ECMI 98), Goteborg,
Sweden (252)

JULY 1998
5-9 Mathematics Colloquium, Victoria
University of Wellington, New Zealand
(254)
13-24 Symplectic Topology Workshop,
Warwick University (255)
20-24 Dimensions and Dynamics Con-
ference, Miskolc, Hungary (254)
20-24 Domain Decomposition Methods
Conference, Greenwich University (254)
27-7 Aug Nonlinear Analysis, Differential
Equations and Control Seminar, Montreal,
Canada (254)

AUGUST1998
18-28 International Congress of Mathe-
maticians, Berlin, Germany (238) (242)
(253)
30-5 Sep Algebraic Number Theory and
Diophantine Analysis Conference, Graz,
Austria (249)

JULY 1999
5-9 International Congress of Industrial
and Applied Mathematics (ICIAM oO}
Edinburgh (252)
12-16 British Combinatorial Conference,
Kent University (254)

 The Newsletter is published monthly except in August. Items and advertisements for inclusion in the Newslettershould be sent to the Editor, Susan Oakes,by e-mail, fax or post to the LMSoffice (addresses below), to arrive
beforethefirst day of the month prior to publication.
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